
 

 

Dear PEO Members, 

As the Vice President candidate for the PEO Council, I stress the crucial role this council plays in steering our 

association. Its responsibility is to strategically engage and provide direction for the association and the 

profession. 

 

In addressing the pressing issues, from EVOLVING ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES to implementing crucial 

changes like FARPACTA and CPD, we need proactive leadership. 

 

In my quest for your support, I wish to reiterate the core principles that underscore my candidacy and the 

unique attributes I bring to the table. My commitment to clarity, consistency, and action is evident in my 

platform, eblasts, and campaign website. 

 

What sets me apart is not just a claim to leadership, but a substantiated global track record. Holding leadership 

roles at Stellantis, I bring a unique blend of experience, contributions at the chapter level since 2006, co-

chairing PEO Government liaison program conferences, serving as a professor teaching graduate engineers, 

and actively engaging in the engineering community. My expertise in continuous improvement and lean 

methodologies, coupled with a masterful approach to strategic thinking, positions me well to guide PEO into 

a future defined by efficiency, innovation, and a member-centric focus. 

 

It is not just about making promises during the campaign season; it's about delivering on those 

promises once elected. Questioning the recurrence of unfulfilled commitments is valid. Scrutinize each 

candidate's credentials, questioning what distinguishes them and their ability to bring about real change. 

 

My candidacy is built on demonstrated leadership, transcending election cycles.  

 

My extensive experience in strategic leadership positions qualifies me as a candidate ready to contribute 

meaningfully to the responsibilities of the vice president. 

 

Let's elect capable and competent leaders with a proven record of experience for each position on the 

council. 

 

ELECT Dr. SARDAR ASIF KHAN FOR Vice President 
 

Please visit my Website:  www.sardarasifkhan.ca       

 

www.linkedin.com/in/dr-sardar-asif-khan/                   
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